Abstract As a rapid developing research topic in the machine vision field, imagebased hand posture recognition has the potential to be an efficient and intuitive tool of human-computer interaction. For improving the accuracy of multi-class hand postures and extending the algorithm generalization,a novel hand posture recognition method is proposed by integrating the multiple image features and multiple kernels learning support vector machine(SVM). Firstly, three types of feature descriptors are extracted to describe the characteristics of a hand posture image. Shape context descriptor represents distribution characteristics of the edge points of the hand posture image. Pyramid histogram of oriented gradient describes characteristics of local and global shape effectively. The Bag of Feature(BOF) algorithm describes the surface texture characteristics of the posture image. Secondly, the Chamfer kernel and histogram intersection kernel are rebuilt to obtain the basis kernels of the features. And the combined kernel is constructed by weighting the basis kernels.So the heterogeneous features fusion realizes. Finally, the classification model and optimal fusion weights are calculated by using multiple kernels learning algorithm. The unknown category posture can be recognized by the trained multiple kernels of SVM. Experiments on Jochen Triesch's hand posture dataset demonstrate that the proposed method obtains higher recognition rate than the traditional single-kernel classifier and other recent methods.
Introduction
With the development of computer technology, some traditional human-computer interaction(HCI) technology, such as mouse, keyboard, cannot fully meet the needs of the people. Researchers pay more concern on seeking more effective interaction method. Because of its natural and intuitive interaction modality, the hand postures provide an attractive alternative to these cumbersome interface devices for HCI [19, 23] . Visual interpretation of hand postures can help in achieving the ease and naturalness desired for HCI. The main goal of hand posture recognition is to create a system which can identify specific human hand posture and convey information or for device control. The primary tasks of the hand posture recognition are to select the proper feature to describe the posture image and to design an efficient recognition algorithm with high recognition accuracy and less calculation cost.
Since hand posture is very rich in shape variation, feature selection is crucial to hand posture recognition. Many features have been applied to represent hand posture. Fang et al. utilized scale space as the feature to represent the hand posture image. The experiment demonstrated that the feature has a weak ability to distinguish similar gestures [16] . In the research of [15] , shape context was used to extract the feature of hand posture image. The advantage of the feature is translation and scaling invariance, but it does not preserve rotation invariance. Ren et al. extracted gesture image features by using gradient direction histogram (HOG). The HOG has the ability of anti-noise and rotation, but it only describes local characteristics of image and cannot effectively represent the global information [24] . Wang et al. made use of Scale Invariant Feature Transform(SIFT) as feature to recognize hand postures. However the feature discards spatial information [32] . Different image features have various discriminative abilities. In order to improve the robustness of feature, image features can be described more comprehensive by using multiple feature fusion [25] .
In recent years, there have been many recognition algorithms which are applied to hand posture recognition system. Support vector machine(SVM) is a kind of machine learning algorithm based on kernel function and statistical theory [29] . It maps the data to a high dimensional space, so that the data become linearly separable. Support vector machine has been well used in gesture recognition. A method for hand gesture recognition based on Bag of Feature (BOF) and multi-class SVM have been proposed in [14] . The experiments show that the system can achieve satisfactory real-time performance. Chen et al. present a multiangle hand gesture recognition system for finger guessing games [10] . The system trained three SVMs by using images acquired from different cameras. Then the category of input gesture is determined by using the method of voting. The disadvantage of this method is that as species of gesture increases, the recognition rate will be significantly reduced.
As can be seen from the above literature, single feature and SVM classification algorithm is difficult to meet the needs of complex classification problems, especially for multisource heterogeneous data classification [20] . In order to improve the generalization ability of SVM, the multi-kernel functions begun to attract extensive attention [3] . The Multiple Kernels Learning(MKL) algorithm learns the optimal kernel combination and the associated classifier simultaneously, providing an effective way of fusing informative features and kernels [22] . MKL has three advantages [18, 20] : (1) Multiple kernel fusion has better description ability of data features. (2) The generalization ability of multiple kernel fusion is stronger. (3) Multiple kernel fusion enhances the interpretability of the decision function. In recent years, there have been many multiple kernel learning achievements.Gehler et al. implement multi objective classification based on MKL [17] . Vedaldi et al. use a multiple kernel learning method to achieve object detection, providing an effective way of fusing different types of features and kernels [31] .
In this paper, a new hand posture recognition method is proposed by using MKL. The framework is designed as Fig. 1 . Firstly three types of image features are extracted from the training set of hand posture image, i.e., Shape Context (SC), Pyramid Histogram of Oriented gradient histogram (PHOG) and Bag of Feature (BOF). The basis kernel of three types of features is constructed by using Chamfer distance and histogram intersection kernel. Then the basis kernels are combined by using mixed-weighted linear summation with a product and a support vector machine model is trained by using a MKL algorithm to calculate the fusion weights. When an unknown category posture is input, the category of the gesture is discriminated by using three types of features and the fusion kernel function to implement gesture recognition. Since kernel weighted fusion can implement heterogeneous features fusion, that enhances generalization ability of support vector machine classification. This paper is outlined as follows: in Section 2, the construction of basis kernel is given. First the definition of the three features of SC, PHOG and BOF are introduced. Then the Chamfer distance, histogram intersection kernel are chosen to construct the basis kernel. In Section 3, the basis kernels combination method is introduced. The MKL algorithm is listed to calculate the optimal combined weights in Section 4. In Section 5,the proposed method is evaluated on Jochen Triesch's hand posture dataset, and compared with other posture recognition methods. The conclusion of this paper with suggestions for further research is presented in Section 6.
Feature extraction and basis kernels construction
In hand posture recognition system, robust and high discriminative feature descriptor of the hand gesture images is a key ingredient to accurate posture recognition. In order to Fig. 1 The framework of proposed hand posture recognition algorithm distinguish different hand postures effectively, three types of image features(SC, PHOG and BOF) are chosen. The SC feature is a rich descriptor of the sampled boundary points and offers a globally discriminative characterization. The PHOG feature can characterize the local and global shape features effectively. The BOF feature is a local descriptor of the appearance of the object in the image, and it can capture the local spatial of gradients within an image. These features can respectively represent the edge, shape, appearance characteristic of the image. So the combination of those three features can greatly improve the discriminative ability of the image feature. On the basis of the feature selection, the basis kernels are constructed by using the Chamfer distance and histogram intersection kernel.
Shape context feature and points kernel
Shape Context(SC) proposed by Belongie et al. [5] is robust to change of photometric properties and offers a globally discriminative characterization. The basic idea of the algorithm is to describe the shape information by sampled edge points. Firstly, the edge of the hand posture image is extracted and sampled to generate several sampling points. Then, the SC descriptor of each sampling point is calculated and represented by a log-polar histogram in a given polar coordinate. Finally the SC descriptors of all sampling points are combined to generate the SC descriptor of the hand shape. The feature extraction process is shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the SC features computed for two similar positions of two similar hand postures are similar.
The distance between SC descriptors of two gesture images can be calculated using Chamfer distance [22] . If the two posture images are represented by feature vectors x and y respectively, the Chamfer distance between them is the average distance from the nearest descriptors pairs, as follows:
Where m is the number of sampling points in the hand posture image; x i represents a feature vector in x corresponding to histogram representation of the i-th sampling point. y j represents a feature vector in y corresponding to histogram representation the j-th sampling point.
The Chamfer distance is a symmetrical in the way which it is expressed. So it would lead to non-symmetric kernels, which means that it can not be directly used in a kernel. In this way, we use g(x, y) = Chamf er(x, y) + Chamf er(y, x) to solve the symmetry problem [22] . Finally, Point Kernel is computed as follows:
Where x sc and y sc are the SC descriptors of hand posture images.
Histogram of oriented gradient feature and shape kernel
Histogram of Oriented Gradient (HOG) was originally proposed by Dalal [13] . The HOG is a shape descriptor. When the two images are described, shape kernel can be calculated by histogram intersection kernel [4] . The histogram intersection kernel of two images is defined as follows:
where x and y is the histogram feature of the image X im and Y im , m is the block number in image.
are the values in the ith block of histogram x and y. The advantage of histogram intersection kernel is to improve the classification accuracy and needn't select parameters. Shape kernel is calculated as follows:
where x hog and y hog are HOG descriptors. In order to describe the spatial orientation at different resolutions, we adopt four-level image pyramid for shape kernel. HOG descriptors and shape kernels are respectively generalized on each level of image pyramid to achieve the Pyramid HOG(PHOG) descriptor [7] . The extraction process of PHOG feature is shown in Fig. 3 .
To illustrate the necessity of construction image pyramid the correlation of HOG descriptors and PHOG descriptors of two posture images using histogram intersection kernel are The blue bar is the correlation using PHOG descriptor after combining each level, and the purple bar represents correlation when using HOG without image pyramid construction. We can see that PHOG descriptors represent hand postures in different degree of details according to various pyramid levels, they have a better ability to describe the characteristic of the images.
Bag of feature and appearance kernel
BOF algorithm describes the local distribution of gradients within an image [11] . BOF Calculation usually goes through three steps: feature point detection, feature description, codebook and descriptors generation. Firstly, the image is divided into many sub blocks. Then, the Scale-invariant feature transform (SIFT) descriptor is extracted in each block. Finally, all the descriptors from training data are clustered by a clustering algorithm and these K clustering centers are chosen as a visual codebook. Each visual word in the codebook represents a small similar patch of images. All the SIFT descriptors in a given image can be mapped to the visual vocabulary by using Euclidean distance as the criterion and generate statistics histogram as feature vector. In this way, each hand posture image can be represented by a vector. In this paper, we use K-means++ [1] algorithm to improve the traditional BOF algorithm. K-means++ algorithm chooses the initial cluster centers with a principle of maximum distance. Compared with the K-means algorithm, K-means++ algorithm has a advantage of better stability. According to the given parameter K, the k=means++ method can cluster the better clustering centers. The BOF extraction is shown in Fig. 5 .
Since the BOF feature is described by histograms, the correlation of two images can be measured by histogram intersection kernel. The calculation formula of appearance kernel is as follows:
where x bof and y bof are BOF descriptors. There are three types of feature are used (including SC,PHOG,BOF). And a four-level spatial pyramid for the PHOG kernel is used. Then there are six basis kernels in the proposed method.
Basis kernel combination method
Once the basis kernel is constructed, the combination way of the basis kernels becomes the main task. Kernel matrices reflect similarity between the samples. However, only those distance functions that fulfill Mercer's theorem are permitted as the valid kernels.
Some properties of Mercer's kernels which are relevant for this paper are the following. K 1 (x, y) and K 2 (x, y) are two Mercer's kernels, where μ > 0. Then, the following kernels are valid Mercer's kernels.
In this way, a new kernel function is obtained by direct summation or multiplication of the (weighted) kernels. The combination way of basis kernels can be divided into two steps. Firstly, the basis kernels of the same feature in multi-layer image pyramid are combined. Secondly, the basis kernels of the different features are combined. Many combination methods have been described [6, 8] . According to Mercer's theory, kernel of two different features can be combined by linear weighted method. Then the task is focus on learning linear combination weights of given basis kernels [28] .
For using the extracted feature to describe the image spatial characteristics, four-level image pyramid and four basis kernels are adopt. Then the basis kernels are combined in different levels of Pyramid. The dimension of feature vectors in different levels is different, so they are heterogeneous features. The heterogeneous features in dimension can be unified by calculating the basis kernel. The combined shape kernel in different level is represented as:
where γ l is the weight of level l and is constrained to be positive (γ l > 0). K (l) shape (x, y) is the basis kernel of l-th level. m is the number of image pyramid.
Once the basis kernel of different types of descriptor is calculated, the weighted summation version to combine different descriptors is gotten.
where K opt is the fusion kernel. K f opt is the basis kernel of f -th feature. d f is the fusion weight. n is the number of basis kernels. Thus, the fusion weight calculation is the key to solve the fusion kernel. This problem could be solved by multiple kernels learning algorithm.
Weights learning

The traditional SVM algorithm
Support vector machine classification principle is to maximize distance between all the different samples of geometric. This problem can be solved by using the following optimization problem.
where w defines the optimal classification hyperplane, · represents inner product. b is bias of hyperplane. The parameter C determines the ability of the classifier regularization, which is complexity of classifier. ξ i is a slack variable which describes the fault tolerance capability of classifier. This problem can be solved by its dual problem. The decision function for any given test vector x is as follows: 
Multiple kernels learning
The core problem of multiple kernel learning is to calculate the combined kernel weights with the training data. The input posture of unknown category will be predicted to right category by using the final combined kernel function and the optimal classification hydroplanes. A commonly used method is grid search [21] . This method finds the optimal weights by using the weight exhaustive method in a given range. The disadvantage of this method is time consuming. Here, we adopt a method based on the method of Varma [30] . This method solves the problem of support vector machine optimization problem of multiple kernels by using minimax strategy. The combined kernel function is looked as a single kernel functions to train support vector machine.
In single kernel support vector machine, minimax optimization primal problem is the form as (9) . Here, the problem is rewritten as:
According to the theory of nonlinear programming, the problem can be solved by using the gradient descent method. The decreasing speed of the function value is the fastest along the orientation of negative gradient, so selecting the gradient ∇T as the descent direction of the function. In order to calculate the value of ∇T , the problem is converted into dual problem, which is as follows:
Derivative T on γ l and d f are equivalent to derivative W on γ l and d f . 
shape Y a * where λ n is the step of gradient descent, calculated by optimal step method 6: n=n+1 until convergence ends
Once the values of γ l and d f are calculated, the combined kernel K opt can be ascertained. A new vectorx can now be classified by the decision function as follows:
Experiments
Database
In order to verify the effectiveness of the algorithm, we evaluated the method for gesture recognition on Triesch gesture database [26] . 
Recognition rate of uniform background
We first take expert on multiple kernels and single kernel recognition rate comparison experiment on uniform background gesture images. The pictures in uniform light and uniform Table 1 , and the recognition rate curve and confusion matrix are shown in Fig. 7 . Figure 7 reports the average recognition rate of hand posture image with uniform background when the number of training samples changes. The x-axis gives the number of training samples and the y-axis represents the recognition rate. The black line shows the performance of our method. Red, blue, purple and cyan carves are corresponding to the recognition rates of single kernel of PHOG, BOW, HOG and SC respectively. We can find that all kinds of single kernels can obtain average recognition rate of more than 80 % when the number of training samples increases to 22 per class. With the changes of the number of training samples, the recognition rate of MKL method is always the highest. In the single kernel methods, shape kernel works best, the recognition rate is 95.83 % when the training number is 240. In addition, point kernel and appearance kernel are also useful and can obtain a performance of more than 82.08 %. The recognition rate can reach up to 99.17 % when our method is used. The proposed method can improve the recognition rate significantly. The confusion matrix of our method is show in Fig. 8 , when the number of training samples is 240.
Recognition rate of complex background
Besides the experiments in uniform background samples, we also use the posture image with the complex background. In our method, no any special operation is performed when the features are extracted in complex background. In order to describe more detail the experimental parameters are changed as follows. The sample of SC algorithm for edge sampling variation is taken as 150. The parameters of PHOG descriptors are not changed. The number of clusters BOW descriptor is changed to K=200. The numbers of training samples are Because the background is very complex, different training sample will lead to a significant influence on recognition results. Therefore, we need to randomly extract different training samples from the database in 10 experiments. In the process of extraction of training samples, the ratio of the number of complex background sample and uniform background sample is 1:2. Carve of the recognition rate is shown in Table 2 and Fig. 9 . In Fig. 9 , the light blue line represents the recognition rate change curve with different training samples, thick blue line is the average recognition rate curve. As can be seen from the graph, the final average rate of proposed recognition method tends to be stable and the average recognition rate reaches 83.02 %.
Comparisons of efficiency
In order to test the efficiency of proposed method, the experiment was carried out to test the running time of the algorithm. And the results are compared with the single kernel methods. Test images with uniform background and complex background are chosen from Triesch's database. The number of training images are 240, 360 respectively, and the number of testing images are 240 and 358 respectively. The experimental parameters utilized the optimal parameters obtained in the above experiment. The experiment was performed on a PC with a CPU of 3.0GHz and 2-GB memory and by using matlab2009 software. Table 4 lists the run times for training and testing (Table 3) . This is directly caused by the corresponding kernel-function type and algorithm. Because the training time includes the kernel matrix time and training support vector machine time. Although point kernel is the most complex, but shape kernel method need to calculate the weights of different layers of PHOG descriptors. This directly leads to shape kernel method consuming the longest time. Comparison of four methods for testing time can be seen that the testing time of MKL is slightly higher than the other three kinds of single kernel methods. This is due to the fact that the computation and combination base kernel cost a 
Comparison with other related methods
In comparison with the other methods which used Jochen Triesch database recently, the results are shown in Table 4 . In addition, we also designed an experiment to compare the recognition performance between single kernel method and multiple kernel method in complex background. The comparison results are shown in Table 4 . The results showed that the proposed hand posture recognition method based on multiple kernel outperformed the single kernel method. With the same testing condition, the recognition rate was increased from 68.89 % to 83.02 %. Furthermore, the proposed hand posture recognition method achieved better recognition rate than other recent methods in both complex background and simple background.
Conclusion
In this paper, a novel hand posture recognition algorithm is proposed. In feature extraction process, three types of image features are extracted: shape context, pyramid histogram of oriented gradient, bag of features. The three kinds of heterogeneous features are combined by the proper kernel function to construct basis kernels of the features. Then, the basis kernels are fused. The value of the fusion weights are obtained by using multiple kernels learning algorithm. The multiple features and multiple kernels fusion improve the generalization ability of support vector machine. With the experiment results and the comparison with other related works of hand posture recognition algorithms, the proposed method improved the recognition accuracy under the simple background and the complex background.Since there is not a unified selection standard of hand image feature and kernel function, some works need to be studied from theory to application. Also the basis kernel combination algorithm of different levels and different descriptors should be considered in the future. 
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